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Abstract. An increasingly common practice among media platforms is to provide pre-
mium content versions with fewer or even no ads. This practice leads to an intriguing
question: how should ad-financed media price discriminate through versioning? I develop
a two-sided media model and illustrate that price discrimination on one side can
strengthen the incentive to discriminate on the other. Under this self-reinforcing mech-
anism, the ad allocations across different consumer types depend crucially on how much
nuisance of an ad “costs” consumers relative to the value it brings to them. Interestingly,
higher-type consumers, who value content and advertising quality highly, may see more
ads than lower-type consumers if the nuisance cost is relatively low. Furthermore, the
standard downward quality distortion generally fails to materialize in a two-sided market
and may even be reversed: higher-type consumers may be exposed to too few ads that
result in a lower total quality than the socially efficient level, whereas lower-type con-
sumers may receive a socially excessive quality. The circumstances under which the self-
reinforcing mechanism may be weakened and the implications for media platform design
are explored.

History: Ganesh Iyer served as the senior editor and Dmitri Kuksov served as associate editor for
this article.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, many digital and media platforms
have introduced premium services that allow paid
subscribers to see fewer or even no advertisements
(ads). One notable example is the leading video-
sharing platform YouTube, which offers free video
streaming to users and profits from selling ad space.
In October 2015, the platform introduced YouTube
Red, which enables users to pay a monthly sub-
scription fee to enjoy ad-free content, in addition to
offering other premium features, such as offline video
storage and original shows. Many other media plat-
forms also offer similar subscription services, in-
cluding CBS Broadcasting, Spotify, Hulu, Pandora,
and the major Chinese video streaming platforms
iQiyi, Youku, and Tencent Video.

At first glance, this practice seems to be a classic
type of second-degree price discrimination through
versioning, which enables consumers to self-select
from different products: consumers who value me-
dia content highly or are averse to ads can choose to
pay for the premium version with fewer or no ads,
whereas others may choose to stay with the basic
version that contains more ads. However, offering a
premium service may reduce the profit obtained from
selling consumer attention (i.e., “eyeballs”) to ad-
vertisers, which represents a standard trade-off for
media platforms. If too many consumers choose the

premium version, the ad revenue loss can be quite
significant.1 Furthermore, this practice may appear
puzzlingwhen juxtaposedwith the phenomenon that
manymedia publishers, such as theWall Street Journal
and the New York Times, have introduced, a paywall
that involves consumers paying for premium (or
simply added) content associated with more ads.
These phenomena call for further investigation of

how media platforms should price discriminate in
two-sidedmarkets. To address this question, I cast the
problem in a framework of second-degree price dis-
crimination within a two-sided market. Unlike typ-
ical sellers, media or content providers not only
sell directly to consumers but also act as two-sided
platforms. By attracting consumers with free or low-
priced content, they can sell consumer attention to
advertisers. Because of cross-externalities between
advertisers and consumers, media platforms must
design pricing policies that balance incentives on both
sides. This study focuses on the scenario of a media
platformwithmonopoly power over a heterogeneous
consumermarket.2 The platform offers entertainment
or information content of value to two types of con-
sumers, who differ in terms of the marginal utility of
content quality (high versus low types). It can charge
a lump-sum subscription fee to consumers and sell
ad space to advertisers, who differ in their probability
of matching consumer needs. Consumers will be
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induced to buy a product only if they are aware of the
advertiser and its product matches their needs. Al-
though advertising has informational value, con-
sumers may dislike ads because they interrupt their
content consumption.3 Information asymmetry exists
on both sides because consumers and advertisers
privately know their own types, whereas the platform
possesses no type information. The platform must
then rely on self-selection to screen both consumers
and advertisers.

In Section 3, I present a baseline analysis with the
standard assumption of two-sided market analysis:
agents on one side care only about the number of
agents they interact with on the other side. Although
content quality is fixed, price discrimination can still
be implemented by the differential allocation of ads
and by exploiting the negative externality of adver-
tising on consumers.When consumers select different
ad allocations, a platform can, in effect, sell three ad
products to prospective advertisers: one to reach
high-type consumers only, another to reach low-type
consumers only, and a third to reach both. This menu
of options serves as an instrument for screening ad-
vertisers, which, in turn, forms the basis for consumer-
side discrimination. This self-reinforcing mechanism,
in which price discrimination on one side strengthens
discrimination on the other side, is a novel feature in
a two-sided market. It is shown that the platform
can adopt a simple advertising policy that always
allocates all participating advertisers to low-type
consumers and allocates fewer yet higher-matching-
quality advertisers to high-type consumers. In equi-
librium, the number of ads high-type consumers see
depends on the degree ofmarginal utility, the value of
advertised products, and the nuisance cost of ad-
vertising. A completely ad-free version for high-type
consumers represents a corner solution when either
the marginal utility or the nuisance cost is too high or
the product value is too low.

On the basis of these insights, in Section 4, I explore
what happens to media platforms’ policies when
consumers care about both the quantity and quality of
advertisers with whom they interact. This scenario
may arise if, for example, consumers prefer an ad-
vertiser that sells a better-matched product, regard-
less of the nuisance cost of advertising. One major
implication is that the advertising externality on
consumers may change with the number of ads in a
nonmonotonic fashion. If the nuisance cost is not very
high, the advertising externality on consumers first
increases and then decreases as they see more ads.
Taking into account the value of trading with an
advertiser, advertising externality may even be positive
if the nuisance cost is relatively low and there are rela-
tively few ads, contrasting with the general belief that

advertising onmedia platformsmainly exerts a negative
externality on consumers.
Two notable findings emerge here. First, a media

platform can still implement price discrimination
through versioning; however, the consumer type that
receives more ads essentially depends on how much
the nuisance of an ad costs consumers relative to how
much product value it brings to them. If the nuisance
cost is relatively high, then the optimal versioning
policy is the same as in the baseline analysis, with
fewer ads shown to high-type consumers than to low-
type consumers. In contrast, if the nuisance cost is
relatively low, then high-type consumers may see
more ads than low-type consumers. This mechanism
may explain why some reputable newspapers, such
as theWall Street Journal and theNew York Times, have
introduced paid versions with unlimited content access
that come with more ads. A probable reason is that
newspapers tend to have a lower nuisance cost than
video or music streaming services because readers can
easily skip ads. Second, because a media platformmust
optimally balance subscription and advertising reve-
nues, the ad allocation to each consumer type gener-
ally differs from the socially efficient level. It is possible
for low-type consumers to receive fewer ads than the
socially optimal level, resulting in the overprovision
of total quality (i.e., the sum of content quality and
advertising externality). Contrarily, high-type con-
sumers might be exposed to too few ads, resulting in
the underprovision of total quality, when they actually
value more ads. Hence, the standard welfare result
found in one-sided markets that quality is distorted
downward for lower-type consumers does not always
hold in a two-sided market and may even be reversed.
Next, in Section 5, I explore market features that

can disrupt the self-reinforcing mechanism in a two-
sided market. The first feature is the dependency of
advertiser preferences on consumer type. In many
markets, advertisers can obtain a higher profit by
converting high-type consumers, for at least two
reasons. First, many media platforms show adver-
tised products that are related to the media content.
For example, sports channels often show ads for
sports products. Second, higher-type consumers are
often less price sensitive and thus willing to pay more
for both content and advertised products. Under this
dependency assumption, advertisers prefer to reach
high-typemore than low-type consumers. A platform
that successfully segments consumers based on self-
selection can provide an opportunity for advertisers
to target a specific segment. Although an advertiser
may still choose to reach multiple consumer seg-
ments, targeted advertising can further enable it to
charge different prices for different segments and
thus obtain higher profits. As the profit advertisers
gain from high-type consumers increases, a media
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platform tends to expose these consumers to more
ads to extract more revenue from advertisers. The
difference in ad allocation between high-type and
low-type consumers then becomes smaller and even-
tually vanishes. Consequently, the platform cannot
effectively discriminate among consumers, rendering
targeted advertising and discrimination on the ad-
vertiser side infeasible.

Another market feature that can cause price dis-
crimination to fail is informational friction between
consumers and advertisers. Consumers often ignore
or pay no attention to ads, and they only become
informed about advertisers when they receive a
sufficient amount of ad messages. Advertisers must
then decide how many ads to place in the market to
compete for consumers’ attention. The more ads they
place, themore likely it is that consumers will become
informed. The incentive to place more ads is stronger
for higher-type advertisers. A larger segment of high-
type consumers provides advertisers with a stronger
incentive to expose them to more ads. Consequently,
a media platform may allocate more ads in the pre-
mium version for high-type consumers, reducing the
ad intensity gap between the two consumer types.
The ability to discriminate on the consumer side is
then weakened, resulting in a failure to implement
versioning when the market predominantly consists
of high-type consumers.

Section 6 extends the baseline analysis to a broader
environment in which a media platform can also vary
the content quality of different versions and dem-
onstrates how the main findings inform product-line
management. Introducing an additional discrimina-
tory tool based on content differentiation can increase
subscription revenue from high-type consumers be-
cause of the high fee they are charged while also
reducing the revenue from low-type consumers be-
cause of the lower price of the basic version. Thus, as
long as the high-type segment is not too small, the
gain outweighs the loss, and a versioning strategy
with both ad and content differentiation is optimal.
Furthermore, the analysis shows that content differ-
entiation can, in turn, facilitate the implementation of
ad differentiation. When price discrimination based
purely on ad differentiation becomes infeasible, as
demonstrated in Section 5, content differentiation can
restore the feasibility of versioning. This can consti-
tute an alternative mechanism by which versioning
may enable high-type consumers to see more ads.

1.1. Related Literature
This study contributes to the burgeoning literature
on two-sided media market analysis. Media plat-
forms are widely regarded as exemplifying two-
sided markets (e.g., Armstrong 2006, Rochet and
Tirole 2006, Weyl 2010). They sell information or

entertainment content directly to consumers and thus
attract advertisers who aim to reach these consumers.
The central problem is how media can balance these
two sides, given the cross-externalities between ad-
vertisers and consumers, and what the implications
are for content and advertising provision. Anderson
and Coate (2005) examine the market provision of
content and advertising and compare it with socially
optimal provision. Dukes (2004) explores the equi-
librium level of advertising when advertisers in a
differentiated product market compete in prices and
advertising and the effect of product differentiation
on the media market. Godes et al. (2009) examine the
impact of media competition on content pricing and
find that media firms may charge higher prices for
content in a duopoly than in a monopoly, in contrast
with a conventional one-sided productmarket. Athey
et al. (2016) explore how consumers’ multihoming
influences advertising markets and media competi-
tion and how the increasing propensity of consumers
to switch affects market outcomes. A number of
studies in economics and marketing have also in-
vestigatedmedia pricing and advertising provision in
media markets (e.g., Gal-Or and Dukes 2003, Peitz
and Valletti 2008, Kind et al. 2009, Reisinger 2012,
Ambrus et al. 2016). Most of these studies assume
that media offer the same content and ads to all
consumers, without versioning. In contrast, the in-
creasingly popular practice of discriminating among
consumers through versioning is examined in this
study, raising the question of differential ad provision
across different versions.
Prasad et al. (2003) conducted the first formal study

of this phenomenon, formulating a model similar to
that in my baseline analysis. A key difference is that,
inmymodel, amedia platform can design different ad
products from which advertisers choose. Price dis-
crimination among advertisers must be incentive
compatible, and the media platform selects the op-
timal selling format of the ad space. Tåg (2009) stud-
ies the same phenomenon and analyzes media in-
centives and welfare implications, assuming that the
advertising-based version is free and that the pre-
mium version contains no ads. Both assumptions are
relaxed inmy analysis. Unlike these papers, I examine
situations in which consumers may have rational
expectations about ex post benefits from interacting
with advertisers in the product market, and adver-
tisers may have heterogeneous preferences regarding
different types of consumers. I also explore the op-
posing forces that can disrupt price discrimination.
The idea of granting consumers an option to re-

move ads is closely related to the problem of ad
avoidance, which has attracted considerable re-
search attention. Because of the nuisance cost of ad-
vertising, consumers use various means to avoid ads.
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For example, they can turn the pages of a newspaper,
switch television channels, or simply take a bath-
room break. The advent of ad-avoidance technolo-
gies, such as the TiVo digital video recorder andmany
ad-blocking mobile applications, has enabled con-
sumers to skip commercials or banner ads com-
pletely, thus threatening media firms financed by
advertising. Anderson and Gans (2011) show that
the greater penetration of ad-avoidance technologies
may cause media to increase advertising clutter be-
cause marginal ad viewers are less sensitive to ads.
They also argue that these technologies may reduce
social welfare and content quality and lead to more
mass-market content.4 Johnson (2013) further exam-
ines how firms’ increasing ability to target ads affects
market outcomes when consumers use ad-avoidance
tools. The present study suggests that media plat-
forms can approach the problem with an alterna-
tive strategy: instead of banning consumers from
using ad-avoidance technologies, they can offer them
a choice between a less costly version with more ads
and a more costly version with fewer ads. Such a
strategy can mitigate the profit damage from ad-
avoidance technologies.5

This study also contributes to the extensive liter-
ature on price discrimination, which typically as-
sumes a one-sided market and focuses on how sellers
can discriminate effectively among heterogeneous
buyers. One question is how firms can effectively
screen consumers who have private information about
their own preferences (Mussa and Rosen 1978, Maskin
and Riley 1984). However, in a two-sided market,
price discrimination becomes more complex. Media
must take into account heterogeneity on both sides
and evaluate how the segmentation of one side affects
the other. Limited research has been conducted in this
domain. Although Liu and Serfes (2013) examine the
perfect price discrimination of horizontally differ-
entiated two-sided platforms, their study differs from
the present analysis in that it neglects the interaction
between the discrimination on both sides of the
market; in my model, discrimination on one side can
lead to further discrimination on the other side. The
mechanisms in the studies conducted by Gomes and
Pavan (2016) and Jeon et al. (2016) are closer to that
presented here. Gomes and Pavan (2016) examine
optimal price schedules when agents on either side
are matched to each other. Applying the optimal
matching rules to media markets results in top ad-
vertisers beingmatched to all prospective consumers,
whereas lower-end advertisers are matched only to
lower-type consumers, which is consistent with my
baseline analysis. Jeon et al. (2016) similarly analyze
second-degree price discrimination by a two-sided
platform but focus on optimal quality–price sched-
ules and whether price discrimination on one side

substitutes for or complements the discrimination on
the other side. When applying their model to media
markets, they assume that ads are completely re-
moved from the premium version, whereas I treat ad
intensity in the premium version as endogenous.6

Thus, in their model, advertisers can only advertise in
one version, whereas my model allows advertising in
multiple versions to reach a larger market. Unlike
both of these studies, I consider the possibility of
positive advertising externality on (some) consumers,
with the magnitude of externality depending on
product market characteristics.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.

Section 2 introduces the model. Section 3 presents an
analysis of the benchmark case when advertising
externality is type independent. In Section 4, I ex-
amine a scenario in which advertising externality
depends on consumer type. In Section 5, I explore
two important market features that can weaken the
incentive for price discrimination. In Section 6, the
managerial implications are discussed, and Section 7
concludes with suggestions for future exploration. Ex-
cept for the key derivations, the proofs of all the lemmas
and propositions are documented in the appendix.

2. The Model
Consider a monopoly—a media outlet, content pro-
vider, or publisher—that offers certain information or
entertainment content to two segments of consumers,
denoted by h and l. The media content has a constant
quality q > 0, with the marginal cost of production
normalized to zero. Consumers differ in their mar-
ginal utility, or taste, for the quality captured by
a parameter θ > 0.7 Higher-type consumers have a
higher taste such that θh > θl. The ratio α ≡ θh/θl
denotes the degree of value heterogeneity. The frac-
tion of high-type consumers is β ∈ (0, 1), and low-type
consumers have a share of 1 − β. Consumers privately
know their own types, and thus the media platform
must rely on self-selection to screen consumers.
On the other side of the media market, a continuum

of advertisers with mass normalized to one is inter-
ested in advertising to consumers who use the plat-
form. Each advertiser is characterized by a matching
probability σ ∈ [0, 1], which is drawn from a uniform
distribution and captures the quality of the adver-
tisers in terms of providing goods or services of in-
terest to consumers. Like consumers, advertisers pri-
vately know their own types. The platform must
also rely on self-selection to segment advertisers.
Next, I introduce further details of how the platform,
consumers, and advertisers interact.

2.1. The Content Market
Although the quality of the media content is fixed, the
platform can create differentiated products simply by
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varying ad allocation. For each product version, the
platform can allocate a subset of the advertisers
Σ ⊆ [0, 1]. For example, a simple form of ad allocation
is the interval assignment Σ � [σ0, 1], under which
consumers are informed of all advertisers with type
σ > σ0. To implement versioning, the platform can de-
termine the allocations Σh and Σl for the premium and
basic versions by setting the corresponding subscription
prices pch and pcl , expecting high- and low-type con-
sumers to self-select into the corresponding version.

Seeing an ad is assumed to be a distraction to
consumers, who are mainly interested in the media
content. This assumption is in accordance with the
casual observations of consumers of many media
outlets, including television, newspaper, and online
platforms, and has gained much empirical support
(Wilbur 2008). To model this assumption, each ad
is assumed to cause a nuisance cost λ > 0. This uni-
form nuisance cost implies that consumers have the
same disutility for any ad regardless of its matching
quality.8 Under an ad allocationΣ, the total number of
ads that a consumer sees is denoted by a � |Σ| (i.e., the
Lebesgue measure of Σ). Then a type θ consumer
obtains the utility of θ(q − λa) from consuming the
media content, taking into account the disutility of
seeing ads. Throughout the analysis, the content
quality is assumed to be sufficiently high, q > λ, to
ensure that the net benefit of media consumption is
always positive, even under maximal ad provision.

2.2. The Product Market
Following the literature on media markets (e.g., Dukes
2004, Anderson and Coate 2005), in this paper I
consider the role of advertising as being to inform
consumers of the existence of a product or a brand.9

Upon learning about the existence of an advertiser, a
consumer may purchase a product from the adver-
tiser if there is a match. The conversion or transaction
produces a surplus vc ≥ 0 to the consumer and a profit
va ≥ 0 to the advertiser. A few remarks follow. First,
although all advertisers obtain the same profit per
transaction, they are heterogeneous in terms of the
likelihood that their products will match a consumer’s
needs. That is, the heterogeneity is driven by the
matching probability σ. Second, I begin with the
simplest assumption that advertiser profit in the prod-
uct market va is independent of consumer type. In
Section 5.1, I explore the possibility that va may de-
pend on consumer type to gain more insight. Third, I
assume that repeated exposure has no benefit and thus
that ad intensity becomes irrelevant. In Section 5.2, I
examine what happens if this assumption is relaxed.

2.3 The Advertising Market
To sell ad space, the media platform offers a menu
of take-it-or-leave-it contracts to advertisers. Each

contract specifies the segment(s) of consumers to
which an ad is delivered and the corresponding rate.
If the platform successfully segments consumers, there
are three possible ad products: one reaches high-type
consumers alone at rate pah, another reaches low-type
consumers alone at rate pal , and one reaches both
types at rate pahl. An advertiser of type σ can obtain
profits σβva−pah, σ(1 − β)va − pal , or σva − pahl if it chooses
to advertise to the high-type consumer segment, the
low-type consumer segment, or both segments, re-
spectively. Note that the decisions of advertisers have
to be consistent with the ad-allocation plan (Σh,Σl)
that the platform aims to implement. For example, if
a type σ advertiser chooses to reach the low-type
consumer segment alone, then σ ∈ Σl but σ /∈ Σh. If
the advertiser chooses to reach both consumer seg-
ments, then σ ∈ Σh and σ ∈ Σl.

2.4. Timing
To complete the model setup, let us summarize the
timing of the game:
1. The media platform announces the subscription

prices of the two versions (pch, pcl ) and the rates of the
three ad products (pahl, pah, pal ).
2. Both consumers and advertisers observe all

the prices.10 Consumers choose which version to
adopt, and advertisers choose which ad product to
purchase.
3. If a consumer sees an ad, he or she becomes

informed about the advertiser. The consumer is
converted according to the advertiser’s matching
probability.
4. If converted, the consumer obtains a surplus vc,

and the advertiser obtains a profit va in the product
market. The total payoff of a type θ consumer under
ad allocation Σ and price pc is then

U Σ, pc;θ
( ) � θ q − λ|Σ| +

∫
σ∈Σ

σvcdσ
( )

− pc. (1)

Let ue(Σ) denote the utility component stemming
from the advertising externality under an ad alloca-
tion Σ: ue(Σ) ≡ −λ|Σ| + ∫

σ∈Σ σvcdσ. In later analysis, ad
allocations are often in the interval form Σ � [σ0, 1],
and thus the ad volume a � 1 − σ0 can conveniently
represent an ad allocation. Hence, with a slight abuse
of notation, ue(a) is used to denote the advertising
externality. Equation (1) reflects that both the fixed
quality of the media content and the externality
as a result of advertising affect consumer utility.
We can treat the sum of the two, Q � q + ue(Σ), as
the measure of the total quality of the allocations
(i.e., both media content and ad allocations) by the
media platform. Table 1 summarizes the notations
introduced so far.
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2.5. Efficient Benchmark
It will be instructive to present the efficient bench-
mark before the main equilibrium analysis. Consider
a social planner that maximizes the joint surplus
of consumers, advertisers, and the media firm. The
following result shows that the (interior) efficient
allocation takes the form of versioning.

Lemma 1. The efficient allocation always entails ver-
sioning: advertisers with type σ > 1 − âl reach low-
type consumers, and advertisers with type σ > 1 − âh
reach high-type consumers. The efficient ad quantities
(âh, âl) are

âh � θh vc − λ( ) + va
θhvc + va

and

âl � θl vc − λ( ) + va
θlvc + va

(2)

and satisfy âl > âh > vc−λ
vc

.

The efficient allocation is obtained from the welfare-
maximization problem:

max
al ,ah

βθh q + ue ah( )( ) + 1 − β
( )

θl q + ue al( )( )
+ β

∫ 1

1−ah
σvadσ + 1 − β

( ) ∫ 1

1−al
σvadσ. (3)

Note that there is no interaction between the high-
and low-type markets. The efficient allocation is then
solved separately for each market using the first-
order conditions. Next, I analyze how the media
platform should implement a versioning policy to
maximize its profit.

3. Versioning Under
Type-Independent Externality

Let us first examine the elementary setting in which
the externality between consumers and advertisers
is independent of their types. Agents on each side
care only about how many agents on the other side
they will interact with, a standard assumption in
the literature on two-sided markets (e.g., Armstrong
2006, Rochet and Tirole 2006). This assumption can
be captured by letting vc � 0. Thus, the total payoff of
a consumer in Equation (1) reduces to U(Σ, pc;θ) �
θ(q − λ|Σ|) − pc.
The analysis has two objectives. First, it illustrates

the main mechanism by which discrimination on one
side can facilitate discrimination on the other. The
approach used to derive the equilibrium is introduced
here and later applied in more complex settings.
Second, it focuses on the scenario in which the ad-
vertising externality on consumers is always negative
because only the ad nuisance cost matters. This sit-
uation can arise when consumers realize little surplus
from trading with advertisers because of their strong
market power or bargaining power.11 This scenario
also captures the idea that consumers may be myopic
when determining to join the platform, neglecting to
consider the ex post benefits of trading with adver-
tisers in the product market.

3.1. Implementing Versioning
As mentioned earlier, discrimination among con-
sumers based on ad allocation essentially generates
three ad products in the advertising market: adver-
tising to low-type consumers at rate pal , to high-type
consumers at rate pah, and to both at rate pahl. Because
of the assumption of independent preferences, con-
sumers are homogeneous from advertisers’ points of
view. Advertisers then only need to determine the
reach of their advertising. They can expect a profit of
(1 − β)σva if advertising to low-type consumers, βσva if
advertising to high-type consumers, and σva if ad-
vertising to both. The single-crossing property of

Table 1. Summary of Notations

Parameter Meaning

q The fixed quality of the media content
θh, θl The marginal utility of quality for high-type and

low-type consumers
α � θh/θl The value heterogeneity of consumers
β The fraction of high-type consumers
σ The match probability (type) of an advertiser
λ The nuisance cost of an ad to consumers
va The advertiser profit of converting a consumer

in the product market
vc The consumer surplus of buying from an

advertiser in the product market

Choice variables Meaning

pch, p
c
l The subscription fees for the premium (targeted

high-type consumers) and
basic (targeted low-type consumers) versions

Σh,Σl The sets of allocated advertisers in the premium
and basic versions

pahl, p
a
h, p

a
l The ad rates for reaching all consumers,

premium version consumers, and
basic version consumers

Other variables Meaning

a The total number (volume) of allocated
advertisers: a � |Σ|

ue(Σ) The advertising externality on a consumer:
ue(Σ) ≡ −λ|Σ| + ∫

σ∈Σ σvcdσ
Q The total quality of the media allocation:

Q � q + ue(Σ)
U(Σ, pc;θ) The total payoff of a type-θ consumer:

U(Σ, pc;θ) � θ(q + ue(Σ)) − pc
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advertiser preference implies that any incentive-
compatible strategy should induce higher-type ad-
vertisers to choose ad products with greater reach.
The following proposition summarizes the optimal
implementation, which has a simple structure.

Proposition 1. Under type-independent externality with
vc � 0, the media platform maximizes profit by implementing
versioning so that (a) low-type consumers receive ads from
all participating advertisers; (b) high-type consumers receive
fewer ads with higher matching probabilities; and (c) if and
only if θhλ ≥ va, high-type consumers receive no ads.

Next, I derive the solution to the proposed imple-
mentation. Figure 1 illustrates the segmentationwhen
θhλ < va. The advertiser who is indifferent between
reaching both consumer segments and reaching only
low-type consumers is identified by σh � (pahl − pal )/βva.
The marginal advertiser who is indifferent between
advertising to low-type consumers only and not
advertising is identified by σl � pal /(1 − β)va.

The ad allocations can be summarized by ah �
1 − σh and al � 1 − σl. Inducing the ad demands
(ah, al) can be achieved by setting the ad rates pal �(1 − al)(1 − β)va and pahl � pal + (1 − ah)βva. The profit-
maximization problem for the platform is

max
al,ah,pcl ,p

c
h

π � βpch + 1 − β
( )

pcl⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟
subscription revenue

+ ah 1 − ah( )βva + al 1 − al( ) 1 − β
( )

va⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟
advertising revenue

, (4)

subject to the individual rationality (IR), incentive
compatibility (IC), and implementability constraints:

IRl :θl q − λal
( ) − pcl ≥ 0;

IRh :θh q − λah
( ) − pch ≥ 0;

ICl :θl q − λal
( ) − pcl ≥ θl q − λah

( ) − pch;

ICh :θh q − λah
( ) − pch ≥ θh q − λal

( ) − pcl ; and
Implementability :al ≥ ah.

Ignoring the IRh, ICl, and implementability con-
straints momentarily, we can use the binding IRl

and ICh constraints to set the optimal prices pcl � θl(q −
λal) and pch � pcl + θhλ(al − ah). Substituting these price
schedules back to the profit function, we can then
solve for the optimal (interior) ad allocations (a∗h, a∗l ):

a∗h �
1
2
− θhλ

2va
,

a∗l �
1
2
− θl − βθh
( )

λ

2 1 − β
( )

va
. (5)

The condition θhλ < va ensures that a∗h > 0. If θhλ ≥ va,
then the corner solution a∗h � 0 is optimal, implying
that high-type consumers do not receive any ads. To
complete the derivation, we shall verify that the
implementability constraint is satisfied by the pro-
posed solution. Indeed, a∗h < a∗l holds for any pa-
rameter value as long as θh > θl. In the appendix,
I further validate the existence and uniqueness of the
proposed implementation.
Note that equilibrium multiplicity might arise in

models with network effects. However, this is not an
issue here because, as Anderson and Coate (2005)
point out, consumers are attracted to the media
platform not by the existence of the advertisers but by
the media content. More generally, the prices set for
different versions (pch, pcl ) and the ad rates set for
different allocations (pahl, pah, pal ) are what Weyl (2010)
calls insulating tariff. He argues that if the platform
charges the insulating tariff associated with its de-
sired allocation on both sides, then the unique equi-
librium is its desired equilibrium.

3.2. Discussion
Having solved the optimal ad allocations (a∗h, a∗l ), we
can substitute them back into the price schedules to
obtain the optimal subscription prices and ad rates.
The difference between the subscription prices of the
two versions is therefore as follows:

pc∗h − pc∗l � θhλ a∗l − a∗h
( ) � θh θh − θl( )λ2

2 1 − β
( )

va
. (6)

Intuitively, if consumers only treat ads as a nuisance,
increasing λ can enlarge the quality difference be-
tween the two versions, leading to a larger price gap.
Note that the price gap also decreases with va, ad-
vertisers’ profit in the product market (or consumers’
externality on advertisers). A higher va enhances
advertisers’ incentive to reach both consumer seg-
ments, resulting in a smaller segment of advertisers
reaching only low-type consumers. That is, σh − σl
becomes smaller, all else equal. Hence, the difference

Figure 1. (Color online) Implementation of Versioning
(When θhλ < va)
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in ad volumes between the two versions is reduced,
leading to a smaller price gap.

Turning to the optimal ad rates, we have

pa∗hl − pa∗l � 1 − a∗h
( )

βva � β

2
va + θhλ( ). (7)

The difference in ad rates evidently increases with va
because advertisers are more willing to reach a larger
product market if they expect a higher return from it.
Note that the difference in ad rates also increases with
the nuisance cost λ, which captures the degree of
negative externality of an ad on consumers. The
platform must limit the ad exposure of high-type
consumers if they become more annoyed by the in-
terruption of ads, driving up the ad rate for reaching
these consumers.

An important distinguishing feature of two-sided
price discrimination is the self-reinforcing mecha-
nism that price discrimination on one side can facil-
itate discrimination on the other. By segmenting
consumers, the platform is able to charge advertisers
differently by offering different ad products. This
differentiation, in turn, provides the basis for dis-
criminating among consumers with different ver-
sions. In contrast, under the current model setup,
simple one-sided price discrimination is either in-
feasible or suboptimal.

Corollary 1. One-sided price discrimination such that only
one side (either consumers or advertisers) of the platform is
discriminated is not strictly optimal.

We should be cautious about interpreting the fore-
going result. It does not imply that one-sided price
discrimination is generally infeasible. The model has
ruled out further instruments for the platform to prac-
tice price discrimination by assumption. For example,
the platform cannot discriminate among advertisers
based on the quantity of consumers without seg-
menting consumers in the first place. It can, however,
still screen consumers without effectively segment-
ing advertisers through random ad allocation: each
advertiser is randomly allocated to high-type con-
sumers with probability ω ∈ [0, 1] and to low-type
consumers with probability 1 − ω. The platform can
implement discrimination by imposing the constraint
ω < 1/2 so that low-type consumers see more ads
than high-type consumers. As shown in the proof
of Corollary 1, the optimal strategy is to set ω � 0.
Such a strategy, however, is generally suboptimal.
Intuitively, the platform restricts itself to only one ad
price in the advertising market, whereas in the two-
sided discrimination approach, it has more flexibility
to improve profit using more prices. Compared with
two-sided discrimination, this one-sided discrimi-
nation strategy delivers too few ads to high-type
consumers (who see no ads at all).

4. Versioning Under
Type-Dependent Externality

The baseline analysis of type-independent externality
illustrates that media platforms can implement ver-
sioning simply based on heterogeneous preference
over the quantity of agents on the other side. The
natural question to ask is what would happen if
consumers cared about the quality or type of ad-
vertisers with whom they interact. There are two
possible scenarios. First, the nuisance cost of seeing an
admight depend on the advertiser type. This scenario
captures the idea that a better-matched advertiser is
less annoying to a consumer. Under this assumption,
the conclusions are qualitatively the same as those in
the baseline analysis, primarily because the total
advertising externality on consumers remains nega-
tive. The second and more interesting scenario is if
consumers expect gains from interacting with dif-
ferent types of advertisers, in addition to the nui-
sance cost. For example, sports fans may like to see
an ad featuring a new sports shoe with the latest
technology. Under this scenario, the net externality
of advertising on consumers may in fact be posi-
tive. To capture this idea, let us assume that vc > 0 in
this section.

4.1. Implementing Versioning
The utility of a type θ consumer now depends not
only on the number of advertisers with whom they
interact but also the advertiser type. Suppose that
the platform allocates the advertisers within [σ0, 1]
to the consumer, and let a � 1 − σ0. The total payoff
the consumer expects from subscribing to the media
platform then becomes

U a, pc;θ
( ) � θ q − λa +

∫ 1

σ0

σvcdσ
( )

− pc

� θ q−λa + 1
2
vc 2 − a( )a⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

ue a( )

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ − pc. (8)

Equation (8) reveals a nonmonotonic relationship
between the advertising externality on consumers ue
and the number of advertisers a. This pattern is novel
in the literature on two-sided markets, which often
assumes that cross-group externalities are linear in
the number of participating agents. Figure 2 illus-
trates the pattern when λ < vc. As a increases, ue(a) is
first increasing and positive. It reaches a maximum
when a � (vc − λ)/vc, afterwhich ue(a)decreaseswith a
and could eventually become negative if λ > vc/2.
This pattern contrasts sharplywith themonotonically
decreasing pattern of ue(a) under type-independent
externality. Advertising can now bring a positive net
gain to consumers.
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Lemma 2. (a) If λ < vc, then as a increases, the advertising
externality on consumers ue(a) first increases and then
decreases, with the maximum reached at a � (vc − λ)/vc.
(b) If λ ≥ vc, then the externality is always negative
and decreasing.

Following the baseline analysis, the media plat-
form maximizes profit by choosing ad allocations
and subscription fees as in Equation (4). The set of
incentive constraints is the same except that con-
sumer utility is replaced by U(a, pc;θ) in Equation (8).
The implementability condition now becomes ue(ah) >
ue(al). Using the same approach as in the base-
line analysis, we can obtain a candidate for the in-
terior solution:

a∗h �
θh vc − λ( ) + va
θhvc + 2va

,

a∗l �
θl − βθh
( )

vc − λ( ) + 1 − β
( )

va
θl − βθh
( )

vc + 2 1 − β
( )

va
. (9)

By evaluating whether the solution satisfies the im-
plementability condition, we can establish the fol-
lowing results regarding the implementation of the
versioning policy.

Proposition 2. Under type-dependent externality with
vc > 0, the platform maximizes profit by implementing
versioning through the ad allocations specified in Equa-
tion (9). In addition,

1. If the ad nuisance cost is relatively high, λ > 1
2 vc,

then high-type consumers see fewer ads than low-type
consumers, vc−λ

vc
< a∗h < a∗l ; if it is relatively low, λ < 1

2 vc,
then high-type consumers see more ads than low-type
consumers, a∗l < a∗h <

vc−λ
vc

.
2. Suppose that high-type consumers dominate, αβ > 1

and (αβ−1)θl
2(1−β) > va

vc
.Then low-type consumers either receive all

the ads, a∗l � 1 if λ > 1
2 vc, or no ads, a∗l � 0 if λ < 1

2 vc.
3. If λ > 1

2 vc, then the amount of ads low-type con-
sumers receive, a∗l , weakly increases with the fraction of

high-type consumers β. Ifλ < 1
2 vc, then a

∗
l weakly decreases

with β. Furthermore, the advertising externality on low-
type consumers, ue(a∗l ), always weakly decreases with β.

The first part of this proposition delivers an im-
portant message: when consumers expect the in-
formational benefit of advertising, the optimal ad-
vertising policy crucially depends on the magnitude
of the ad nuisance cost relative to the informational
value that ads bring to consumers. To understand this
result, let us suppose that the platform initially does
not differentiate offerings to consumers and sets the
ad level at am ≡ (vc − λ)/vc to maximize subscription
revenue (i.e., maximize the advertising externality).
When the ad nuisance cost is relatively high, con-
sumers are more price elastic, and am is smaller, im-
plying a high ad rate charged to advertisers. Now
consider what happens if the platform introduces ver-
sioning to segment consumers. It can improve ad rev-
enue by expanding the advertising market while sac-
rificing some subscription revenue. That is, ah > am

and al > am. To screen consumers, the ad volume
should be larger for low-type than for high-type
consumers, al > ah, because advertising externality
decreases with ad volume when a > am. Hence, we
generalize the results for type-independent exter-
nality analyzed in Section 3.
The conclusion, however, is reversed if the ad

nuisance cost is relatively low, λ < 1
2 vc. Consumers

become less price elastic, and am is larger. The im-
plication is that the ad rate will be lower, attracting
advertisers with lower matching probabilities. To
enhance the total profit, the platform has to limit
ad sales by increasing the ad rate, leading to ah < am

and al < am. At these ad levels, increasing ad volume
can increase advertising externality, according to
Lemma 2. Hence, to screen consumers, incentive
compatibility requires that ah > al.
It is worth highlighting the managerial implication

of this result: it is not always optimal to associate a
premium version with fewer ads. Indeed, there are
markets in which media firms offer a premium ver-
sion that comes with more ads, the opposite of the
“paying to remove ads” phenomenon. Some leading
newspapers had started to adopt a “paywall” tactic,
in which a paid version is introduced after readers
reach the limit of free articles. The main examples
of this are the Wall Street Journal and the New York
Times. Presumably, a paid version enables unlimited
access to the content and thus allows for more ad
exposure, whereas a free version can accommo-
date only a limited number of ads. This is consistent
with the prediction of the model when λ < 1

2 vc. Ar-
guably, the nuisance cost of seeing ads in a newspaper
is relatively lower than that for video or music
streaming.12 When reading newspapers, readers can

Figure 2. (Color online) Illustration of Advertising
Externality ue(a) (When λ < vc)
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easily determine whether to skip an ad. Many video
or music streaming services, however, do not allow
users to easily skip the ads. It is important for media
platforms to evaluate the relationship between the
nuisance cost and the value of an ad when designing
their allocation policy.

The second part of Proposition 2 identifies the in-
teresting possibility that the ad allocation for low-
type consumers may be very extreme: they either see
no ads or see all the ads. This situation ariseswhen the
high-type segment dominates (i.e., αβ > 1) and the
consumer surplus is relatively larger than the ad-
vertiser surplus in the product market. As the basic
version is loaded with more ads (i.e., al increases),
high-type consumers become more willing to sub-
scribe to the premium version. Hence, the platform
assigns more weight to the subscription revenue
gained from these consumers. The total profit is then
convex in al. To maximize profit, al has to take the
extreme value, either 0 or 1.

The third part of this proposition demonstrates that
two-sided price discrimination by media platforms
can lead to cross-segment externality, which can be
either positive or negative depending on the ad
nuisance cost and the value of ad exposure to con-
sumers. As is evident from Equation (9), the optimal
ad allocation to low-type consumers is affected by the
number of high-type consumers. Figure 3 provides an
illustration. As the high-type segment grows, the
platform tends to enlarge the quality difference be-
tween the two versions. If the ad nuisance cost is
relatively low, then the advertising externality in-
creases with ad quantity according to the first part of
the proposition and Lemma 2. Hence, the platform
should offer a lower total quality (content plus ads)
to low-type consumers to increase the perceived
quality difference between the two versions. How-
ever, if the nuisance cost is relatively high, then the
total quality decreases with ad quantity, and thus it is

optimal for the platform to increase the ad supply to
low-type consumers.

4.2 Profit-Maximizing vs. Welfare-
Maximizing Allocations

Next, I turn to the question of how the optimal al-
location by the platform is different from the socially
efficient allocation. Define the following quantities:

λh ≡ θhvc + va
3θhvc + 4va

vc;

λl ≡ θlvc + va
3θlvc + 4va

vc; and

β′l ≡
θlvc + va − λθl

θlvc + va − λ 2θl − θh( ) . (10)

The following proposition summarizes the differ-
ences between the profit-maximizing allocation in
Equation (9) and the efficient allocation in Lemma 1.

Proposition 3. Compared with the welfare-maximizing bench-
mark (âh, âl), under profit-maximizing allocation,
(a) high-type consumers always see less ads (ah∗ < âh),

but low-type consumers may either see more ads (al∗ > âl) if
λ > vc/2 and β > β′, or see less ads if otherwise; and
(b) both types of consumers may be subject to either

higher or lower advertising externality: (i) ue(a∗h)< ue(âh)
if λ < λh; otherwise, ue(a∗h) > ue(âh); (ii) ue(a∗l ) > ue(âl) if
λ > λl and β is sufficiently small; otherwise, ue(a∗l )< ue(âl).
The first part of this proposition focuses on the

quantity of ads. The platform always prefers a less
than efficient level of advertising for high-type con-
sumers. Intuitively, the platform tends to charge a
high ad rate and restrict the ad demand to increase ad
revenue, whereas a social planner is interested in
matching more advertisers with consumers. In con-
trast, under profit maximization of the media plat-
form, low-type consumersmay receive more ads than
the social optimum because the platform tends to
increase the “quality gap” between the two versions
by allocatingmore ads to the basic version targeted at
low-type consumers.
The second part of Proposition 3 focuses on the

quality provision affected by advertising. Recall that
the total quality includes both the fixed content
quality and the advertising externality Q � q + ue(a). It
suffices to just focus on the externality component,
ue(a). Because the advertising externality changes non-
monotonically with ad volume following Lemma 2,
the distortion of quality, from the perspective of
social efficiency, is also nonmonotonic and depends
on the ad nuisance cost and the number of high-type
consumers. The second part of this proposition il-
lustrates that the well-known efficiency result in a
one-sided market (Mussa and Rosen 1978), in which

Figure 3. (Color online) Effect of the Number of High-Type
Consumers on Ad Volume for Low-Type Consumers
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quality is distorted downward (i.e., lower-type con-
sumers are provided with less quality than the effi-
cient level), can fail in a two-sided market.

In particular, high-type consumers may be pro-
vided with lower quality than the efficient level if the
nuisance cost is sufficiently low (i.e., λ < λh). Al-
though these consumers are less annoyed by ads
when consuming content, they also gain less from
interacting with advertisers in the product market be-
cause the platform tends to charge a high ad rate and
limit the ad supply. Thus, the net externality is rela-
tively small, although it is positive. In contrast, low-type
consumersmay be providedwith amore than efficient
level of quality. This situation occurs when the nui-
sance cost is sufficiently high (i.e., λ > λl) and the
segment of high-type consumers is relatively small.
Recall that the efficient allocation is not affected by
the size of a consumer segment. However, from the
third part of Proposition 2 we learn that under profit
maximization, ue(a∗l ) is negatively affected by the
size of the high-type segment. Therefore, ue(a∗l ) can
be larger than ue(âl) if β is sufficiently small. Note
that as λl < λh, both ue(a∗h) < ue(âh) and ue(a∗l ) > ue(âl)
can occur simultaneously, implying a reversal of
the standard quality-distortion result in one-sided
price discrimination.

5. When Does Two-Sided Price
Discrimination Fail?

The analysis thus far has focused on how price dis-
crimination via versioning can be implemented by a
profit-maximizing media platform. A major theme is
that price discrimination is self-reinforcing in a two-
sided market: segmentation on one side facilitates
segmentation on the other. This mechanism arises
regardless of whether the advertising externality on
consumers depends on consumer type. A natural
question to ask is therefore the following: what market
features can weaken this mechanism?

Generally, if we apply the insights gained from
standard one-sided markets, competition between
media platforms may weaken the incentive to price
discriminate. In this section, however, I focus on
features pertaining to two-sided markets. The first
feature to be examined is the dependency of adver-
tiser preferences on consumer type. In particular,
advertisers may prefer to convert a high-type instead
of a low-type consumer. The second feature is the
informational friction of matching advertisers and
consumers. Advertisers must then compete for con-
sumers’ attention by choosing how much to adver-
tise. To keep the analysis simple and focused, in
both investigations, I maintain the baseline as-
sumption that vc � 0 without losing much qualita-
tive insight.

5.1. When Advertisers Value Higher-Type
Consumers More

At least two observations can motivate the assumption
that advertisers’ preference depends on consumer
type. First, in reality, price sensitivity and marginal
utility of quality are often correlated. Higher quality
is typically valued by fewer rather than more price-
sensitive consumers. Consumers who pay $10 per
month for the premium service YouTube Red are
more likely to be willing to pay a higher price for
products advertised on the platform. Second, many
advertisers prefer to advertise in media outlets where
consumers are most likely to buy their products. For
example, manufacturers of sports products may be
more likely to advertise on sports channels than on
classical music channels because sports fans are likely
to have a stronger preference for sports products.
Recent empirical research provides supporting evi-
dence for such a relationship (Wu 2015).
To incorporate this feature, let us assume that the

ex post surplus an advertiser can extract is va,h
from converting a high-type consumer and is va,l
from converting a low-type consumer. Note, how-
ever, that advertisers cannot distinguish consumers
ex ante because θ is consumers’ private information.
To harvest the higher surplus from high-type con-
sumers, advertisers need to identify the type of each
consumer with the help of a media platform. In
particular, the platform can take three possible ap-
proaches when implementing versioning:
1. Broad reach with targeting. Advertisers can reach

both consumer types and target a specific type.
2. Broad reach without targeting. Advertisers can

reach both consumer types but cannot target a spe-
cific type.
3. Narrow reach without targeting. Advertisers can

reach only one of the two consumer types.
The first approach involves targeting. If the plat-

form can successfully discriminate among consumers,
then by labeling each consumer, it can achieve tar-
geted advertising. Thus, advertisers choosing to reach
both segments and target each segment can obtain
the maximum profit in the product market βva,h +
(1 − β)va,l. In essence, the platform helps the adver-
tisers achieve perfect price discrimination. Alterna-
tively, the platform can disable targeting when sell-
ing both consumer segments to advertisers. Then
these advertisers cannot directly distinguish the two
types of consumers. They could, however, practice
some degree of price discrimination in the product
market. Hence, their profit va is bounded above by the
profit under perfect discrimination βva,h + (1 − β)va,l
and bounded below by the lowest profit va,l. That
is, va ∈ [va,l, βva,h + (1 − β)va,l]. By taking the last ap-
proach, the platform can let higher-type advertisers
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focus only on high-type consumers. Targeting becomes
irrelevant here. The versioning policy now involves
allocating the top advertisers only to high-type con-
sumers and the remaining participating advertisers to
low-type consumers.

Proposition 4. If high-type consumers dominate, αβ > 1,
then versioning with targeting is always optimal to the
media platform. If αβ < 1, then there exist thresholds v′h
and v′′h such that when va,h > max{v′h, v′′h } and va > v′h, none
of the versioning polices are implementable.

Proposition 4 establishes that it is not always op-
timal for the platform to implement versioning with
targeting. The main mechanism behind it is the con-
flict between discriminating among consumers and
targeting higher-type consumers. Intuitively, when
advertisers expect more gain from targeting high-type
consumers (i.e., va,h becomes larger), there is more
room for the platform to extract advertising revenue
by allowing more advertisers to reach both segments.
Then the ability to target each consumer segment
allows the advertisers to extract surplus in each
segment separately and thus maximize profit. Con-
sequently, the quality gap between the two versions
determined by a∗l − a∗h shrinks and eventually disap-
pears as va,h becomes sufficiently high. There is then
no basis for discriminating among consumers, ren-
dering targeting infeasible. A similar logic applies to
the case in which targeted advertising is disabled by
the platform. The higher surplus from high-type
consumers may allow advertisers to extract more
surplus in the product market. That is, va is greater
than va,l and becomes even higher if advertisers can
appropriate more rent by practicing price discrimi-
nation. Then the demand in the advertising market
becomes less elastic; hence, the platform tends to
allocatemore top advertisers to high-type consumers,
clashing with the incentive to discriminate on the
consumer side.

5.2. When Advertisers Compete for
Consumer Attention

To investigate the second feature, let us maintain the
baseline assumption that advertisers have a homo-
geneous preference for consumers conditional on a
match. The focus now, however, is on howadvertisers
behave differently if they compete for consumer at-
tention by choosing the level of ad intensity. In reality,
advertisers not only decide whether to advertise but
also determine how frequently or how much they
should advertise for a variety of reasons. Some con-
sumers may simply fail to notice a particular ad given
the large number of ads on a platform. They may also
skip a television commercial by switching channels or
taking a bathroom break. Some consumers may even
forget an ad after subsequently consuming the media

content. All these frictions can contribute to the need
for repeated ad exposure.
I follow the approach developed by Butters (1977)

(see also Bergemann and Bonatti 2011) to capture
the informational frictions between advertisers and
consumers. A type σ advertiser determines the num-
ber of ad messages m(σ) to distribute on the media
platform, and each message reaches a random con-
sumer with a uniform probability. Let I(m) denote the
probability that a consumer becomes informed, given
message volume m. We can assume a uniform ran-
dom matching process to derive a convenient form
of I(m). In particular, suppose that a large number
of messages m is distributed uniformly among a
large number of consumers, denoted by n. Then the
probability that a consumer receives none of the m
messages is given by (1 − 1/n)m. Taking the limit
of both m and nwhile holding the ratio m/n constant,
we have

lim
m,n→∞ 1 − 1/n( )m � e−

m
n . (11)

It then follows that the probability of being informed
is 1 − e−m/β if the ad messages are sent to high-type
consumers only and is 1 − e−m/(1−β) if the recipients are
low-type consumers only. In addition to its analyti-
cal convenience, this functional form has two at-
tractive properties. First, as the segment size in-
creases, consumers are less likely to be informed.
Second, for a given segment size, the probability of
being informed increases with the number of mes-
sages sent (i.e., ∂I(m)/∂m > 0) but at a decreasing rate
(i.e., ∂2I(m)/∂m2 < 0). This property captures the di-
minishing effectiveness of repeated advertising.
A type σ advertiser needs to determine the optimal

number of messages given the ad rate per message pa.
If the messages are delivered to high-type consumers
only, then the problem is

max
m

πσ � 1 − e−
m
β

( )
σβva −mpa. (12)

The optimal ad intensity is m∗
h(pa;σ) � β ln(σva/pa).

In the same vein, restricting to low-type consumers
yields the optimal strategym∗

l (pa;σ)�(1−β)ln(σva/ pa).
These solutions suggest that advertisers of a higher
matching quality have a stronger incentive to send
more ad messages and that a larger consumer market
induces more ad messages. Hence, like the baseline
analysis, the optimal policy for the platform is to
persuade the top advertisers to reach the entire
market while letting the remaining advertisers focus
on the larger segment. For given ad rates (pah, pal ), we
can obtain the total ad quantity in each segment ah �∫ 1
σh
m∗

h(pah;σ)dσ and al �
∫ 1
σl
m∗

l (pal ;σ)dσ, where σh and σl
are the marginal advertisers such that m∗

h(σh) � 0 and
m∗

l (σl) � 0. Following the same approach as in the
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baseline analysis, we can then establish the equilib-
rium solution (a∗h, a∗l ) and obtain the following result.

Proposition 5. (a) If the fraction of high-type consumers β
is sufficiently large and α is sufficiently small, then ver-
sioning based on ad intensity is not implementable. (b)When
versioning is implementable, high-type consumers interact
with fewer advertisers than low-type consumers if αβ > 1/2
but with more advertisers otherwise.

The first part of this proposition highlights the
tension between price discrimination and rent ex-
traction from high-type consumers. Following the
baseline analysis, if high-type consumers have a
stronger preference for media content or avoiding ad
nuisance (i.e., α becomes larger), then the platform
has a stronger incentive to price discriminate, and the
difference in ad allocation across the two versions
becomes larger. However, advertisers’ competition
for consumer attention introduces an opposing effect.
If there are more high-type consumers (i.e., β becomes
larger), then advertisers are motivated to send even
more ad messages to them. They may then expect a
smaller quality difference between the two versions,
clashing with the platform’s incentive to discriminate
on the consumer side. Hence, if β is sufficiently large
and α is sufficiently small, then the competition effect
can dominate, and the platform cannot implement
versioning because there is no ground for separating
different types of consumers.

The second part of this proposition indicates an
interesting outcome: even though high-type con-
sumers should expect fewer ads under versioning,
because of the implementability condition, it is pos-
sible that they will interact with a larger set of ad-
vertisers. This result is mainly driven by the fact that
the optimal number of messages sent by an advertiser
depends on market size. When there are fewer high-
type consumers, each advertiser tends to send fewer
messages to this segment, whereas low-type con-
sumers receive more messages per advertiser. Thus,
even when high-type consumers are reached by more
advertisers, they may still see fewer ad messages in
total than low-type consumers.

Both Propositions 4 and 5 suggest that media
platforms need to carefully assess the market envi-
ronment when considering two-sided price discrim-
ination in practice. The two propositions highlight
under which circumstances two-sided price dis-
crimination is less valuable. Proposition 4 focuses
on advertisers’ heterogeneity in their intrinsic pref-
erences for contacting different types of consumer,
whereas Proposition 5 concentrates on how the match-
ing process can endogenously generate differences in
advertisers’ preferences. Even though the underly-
ing mechanisms are quite different, both proposi-
tions highlight the potential conflict between media

platforms and advertisers in exploiting high-type
consumers. The implication for media managers is
that they must be cautious about such conflict when
evaluating the feasibility of two-sided price discrimi-
nation. Future work could continue to explore alter-
native market features that contribute to this conflict
and thus provide further insights into the boundary
of two-sided discrimination.

6. Implications for Product Line
Management of Media Platforms

Thus far I have assumed that content quality is the
same for different versions, to focus on the question
of how versioning can be implemented solely with
ad differentiation. In reality, media platforms can
differentiate their content products for different
versions. For example, YouTube’s premium-version
YouTube Red not only removes ads but also provides
subscriberswith exclusive access to offline videos and
original shows. The Wall Street Journal differentiates
its paid version from the free version by allowing
unlimited access to news content. Equipped with two
possible instruments for discrimination (i.e., ad and
content differentiation), media platforms face the
strategic question of how to use them to design their
product lines. In this section, I extend the baseline
analysis to examine this problem.
Suppose that a media platform can introduce two

versions of its content product with different qualities
(qH, qL) with qH > qL. For many information goods,
higher quality does not come with a much higher
marginal cost, although it may entail a higher fixed
upfront investment cost. Motivated by this observa-
tion, I assume that the marginal costs of both versions
are the same and normalized to zero. If the plat-
form does not offer advertising and monetizes its
services purely through subscription revenues, then
the problem reduces to the classic second-degree
price discrimination with exogenous qualities in a
standard monopoly market. One can show that such
one-sided price discrimination through versioning
is generally inferior to selling the high-quality ver-
sion alone.

Lemma 3. If the media platform is not financed by adver-
tising, then versioning is never strictly optimal: (a) if
αβ < 1, then it is optimal to sell qH to both types of con-
sumers; (b) if αβ > 1, then it is optimal to sell qH to high-type
consumers only.

Intuitively, with the assumption that the marginal
costs are the same, selling the low-quality version is
never profitable because it does not save any costs
and consumers are only willing to pay less for it.
Hence, versioning is never strictly optimal, even
though consumers are heterogeneous. This intuition
is quite general and does not depend on the consumer
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types being discrete or the content quality being ex-
ogenous.13 Technically, with minimal difference in the
marginal cost of production, the social surplus (con-
sumers’ willingness to pay less the marginal cost)
becomes log submodular.14 As Anderson and Dana
(2009) show, firms may want to offer a single product
quality rather than price discriminate under various
settings, including endogenous product quality (either
discrete or continuous).

Lemma 3 contrasts with the baseline analysis that
versioning can be an optimal strategy when only ad
differentiation is used as an instrument. Ad differ-
entiation is unlike content differentiation as a price
discrimination tool because it can facilitate further
discrimination in the advertising market. The fol-
lowing proposition summarizes the optimal media
policy when the media platform can use both instru-
ments to discriminate.

Proposition 6. There exists a threshold β̄ ∈ (1/α, 1) such
that (a) if β < 1/α, then it is optimal to sell only qH and adopt
versioning with purely ad differentiation; (b) if β ∈ (1/α, β̄),
then it is optimal to sell both qH and qL and adopt versioning
using both content and ad differentiation; and (c) if β > β̄,
then it is optimal to sell only qH and serve only high-
type consumers.

Under the versioning strategy purely based on ad
differentiation (as in Section 3), the platform will
always choose to sell the content at a high quality
because a lower-quality product will only reduce
subscription revenue without affecting advertising
revenue. The optimal subscription fees are pcl � θl(qH −
λal) and pch � pcl + θhλ(al − ah). The alternative ver-
sioning strategy with both ad and content differen-
tiation allows high-type consumers to select the
high-quality product and low-type consumers to
choose the low-quality one. The optimal subscrip-
tion fees now become pcl � θl(qL − λal) and pch � pcl +
θhλ(al − ah) + θh(qH − qL). For both versioning strate-
gies, the optimal ad allocations (a∗h, a∗l ) are exactly the
same. Hence, the difference between the two strate-
gies lies in the subscription revenues. Let πV1∗ and
πV2∗ denote the optimal profits for the first (ad dif-
ferentiation only) and second (both content and ad
differentiation) strategies. It follows that

πV2∗ − πV1∗ � β θh − θl( ) qH − qL
( )⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

gain from selling to the hightype

− 1 − β
( )

θl qH − qL
( )⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

loss from selling to the lowtype

� βθh − θl
( )

qH − qL
( )

. (13)

Introducing an additional instrument based on con-
tent differentiation increases the subscription revenue
from high-type consumers because of the increased

quality gap but reduces the revenue from low-type
consumers because of the lower price charged to them.
The net difference increases with more high-type
consumers in the market. As long as the high-type
segment is sufficiently large, the gain outweighs the
loss from the low-type segment, and thus the versioning
strategy with both ad and content differentiation be-
comes profitable (the second part of Proposition 6).
Hence, content differentiation can become useful
when the platform considers advertising revenue.
This result further illustrates how two-sided price
discrimination can differ from one-sided discrimi-
nation. As shown in Lemma 3, when considering only
the consumer side, the platform finds it challenging to
discriminate among consumers using different con-
tent versions that have little difference in marginal
cost. Versioning can become feasible when the plat-
form discriminates on both sides.
However, there is a limit to this result, as indicated

in the third part of Proposition 6. If the market mainly
consists of high-type consumers, then it is optimal not
to practice any price discrimination. The optimal
strategy is to serve only high-type consumers.15

Another insight from Proposition 6 is that content
differentiation, although it has no direct impact on ad
allocation, can also facilitate the implementation of
ad differentiation. As shown in Section 5, versioning
based on ad differentiation can break down when
there is a conflict between the media platform and
advertisers in exploiting high-type consumers. One
way to restore the feasibility of versioning is then to
introduce content differentiation. Combining content
and ad differentiation can help the platform achieve
a higher profit. Then, based on the results in Section 5,
it is possible that high-type consumers may see more
ads than low-type consumers either because adver-
tisers have a stronger preference for reaching high-
type consumers or because advertisers compete for
their attention.
This observation reiterates the managerial impli-

cation, first shown based on Proposition 2, that it is
not always optimal to associate a premium version
with fewer ads.However, themechanismhere is quite
different. The result in Proposition 2 relies on type-
dependent externality and the assumption that the ad
nuisance cost is relatively low. It does not require
content differentiation. In contrast, the mechanism
here depends on advertisers either strongly prefer-
ring high-type consumers or intensively competing
for the attention of these consumers. Furthermore,
this mechanism does require content differentiation
to enable the self-selection of consumers.

7. Concluding Remarks
In this article, I analyze the increasingly common
practice of differentiating ad allocations to segment
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consumers on media platforms. By integrating the
two-sided market and second-degree price discrim-
ination models, I explore how platforms can imple-
ment price discrimination on both sides of the mar-
ket. One key insight is that price discrimination
on one side can strengthen discrimination on the
other. Consumers are screened based on their het-
erogeneous product preferences, and advertisers are
screened according to their heterogeneous prefer-
ences for reaching different consumer segments. The
analysis also reveals important market features that
can shape media’s product policies, including the
dependency of advertising externality on consumer
type, the magnitude of ad nuisance cost, and the ex
post surplus that consumers and advertisers expect
in the product market. Furthermore, I explore two
important market structures that can render price
discrimination infeasible, namely the dependency of
advertiser preferences on consumer type and the
informational friction between advertisers and con-
sumers. As summarized in Table 2, the analysis
produces a rich set of predictions that can be relevant
for managerial practice.

The model is formulated to enable tractable anal-
ysis and inevitably involves some simplifying as-
sumptions. The first simplification is the abstract
model of the product market. This basic setup can be
extended to incorporate richer market structures.
For example, researchers may be interested in how
horizontally differentiated advertisers competing in
the product market affect the pricing and advertis-
ing policies of media. Second, this study focuses on
the incentives of media platforms in a monopoly
market. Future research could extend this analysis
to incorporate competition among media. Although

competition generally weakens price discrimination,
it is less clear a priori how it impacts different sides of
a media market and different consumer types and
how the impact depends on consumers’ propensity to
multihome. Third, the model assumes that a media
platform can post no more than two ad rates in
equilibrium to permit self-selection by heteroge-
neous advertisers. This list-price format implies that
some advertisers can secure a positive surplus af-
ter paying for ad space. One might ask what hap-
pens if platforms can extract more surplus from
advertisers by selling ad space through auctions, ad
networks, or agencies. Whether a more efficient
means of selling ads would change their implemen-
tation, profitability, and welfare results is worthy
of investigation.
Last, although the theory provides some guidance

on how equilibrium advertising policies are shaped,
examining these policies in an empirical context can
provide additional insights. For example, the the-
ory indicates certain conditions in which an entirely
ad-free premium is optimal. Further research could
empirically test these conditions. Empirical studies
can also illuminate howmuch externality advertising
exerts on consumers in different media and whether
consumers expect informational gains from adver-
tising exposure.
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Appendix
A.1. Proof of Lemma 1
The first-order conditions for the welfare-maximization
problem in Equation (3) are

βθh −λ + 1 − ah( )vc( ) + β 1 − ah( )va � 0,
1 − β
( )

θl −λ + 1 − al( )vc( ) + 1 − β
( )

1 − al( )va � 0,

which lead to the solution expressed in the lemma. It is
straightforward to check that the second-order conditions
are also satisfied. Note further that

âh − vc − λ

vc
� λva

θhvc + va( )vc > 0 and

âl − âh � λ θh − θl( )va
θhvc + va( ) θlvc + va( ) > 0.

Hence, we have âl > âh > vc−λ
vc

. It remains to show that there is
no other alternative allocation that can improve socialwelfare.

Table 2. Highlights of Key Predictions Under Different
Market Scenarios

1. Consumers care only about the quantity of ads.
Low-type consumers see more ads than high-type consumers.

2. Consumers care about both the quantity and quality of ads.
For low ad nuisance cost, high-type consumers see more ads
than low-type consumers.
For high ad nuisance cost, high-type consumers see less ads than
low-type consumers.

3. Advertisers prefer high-type consumers.
Versioning fails if high-type consumers do not dominate and
advertisers extract a sufficiently high surplus from high-type
consumers.

4. Advertisers compete for consumer attention.
Versioning fails if the fraction of high-type consumers is
sufficiently large and the consumer heterogeneity in marginal
utility is sufficiently small.

5. Media platform can vary both content quality and ad allocations.
It is optimal to implement versioning with both ad and content
differentiations if the fraction of high-type consumers is
moderately large.
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This follows a similar and tedious procedure as in the proof
of Proposition 1 and thus it is omitted here. □

A.2. Proof of Proposition 1
As noted in the main text, any incentive-compatible de-
sign should involve higher-type advertisers reaching more
consumers because of the single-crossing property. To see
this, let x ∈ {β, 1 − β, 1} denote the size of the consumer
market. A type σ advertiser can obtain profit xσva in the
product market. This profit increases with x and more so
for higher values of σ (i.e., the advertiser type). Therefore,
the platform can segment the participating advertisers
into n groups in the order of decreasing type. Each group
chooses a different ad product, and let dn ∈ {h, l, hl} denote
the decision of the nth group. An implementation can be
written as (d1, d2, . . . , dn, . . . , dN) for a division of N groups.
For example, (hl, h)means that the participating advertisers
are segmented into two groups: the group of higher-type
advertisers reaches both consumer segments, whereas the
group of lower-type advertisers reaches high-type con-
sumers only. Next, I validate the existence and unique-
ness of the equilibrium and then show that no alternative
implementation is feasible or improves profit.

A.2.1. Equilibrium Implementation (hl, l). Using the bind-
ing IRl and ICh constraints, we can rewrite the platform’s
problem as

max
al ,ah

π � βθh q − λah
( ) + θl − βθh

( )
q − λal
( ) + ah 1 − ah( )

× βva + al 1 − al( ) 1 − β
( )

va.

The first-order conditions are

− βθhλ + 1 − 2ah( )βva � 0 and
θl − βθh
( )

λ + 1 − 2al( ) 1 − β
( )

va � 0,

which lead to the optimal ad allocation (a∗h, a∗l ) in Equa-
tion (5). The second-order conditions are also satisfied
because ∂2π/∂a2h < 0 and ∂2π/∂a2l < 0.

A.2.2. Deviation to Implementations (hl, h) and (h). Under
these implementations, the basic version designed for low-
type consumers turns out to contain fewer ads than the
premium version. They will then switch to the premium
version, a contradiction.

A.2.3. Deviation to Implementation (l, h). This deviation
requires that β < 1/2 so that reaching low-type consumers is
more profitable to advertisers. The indifferent advertisers
are σ1 � (pal − pah)/(1 − 2β)va and σ0 � pah/βva. Advertisers of
type σ ∈ [σ1, 1] reach low-type consumers, whereas ad-
vertisers σ ∈ [σ0, σ1] reach high-type consumers. To induce
ad demands al � 1 − σ1 and ah � σ1 − σ0, the ad rates are set
at pah � (1 − ah − al)βva and pal � pah + (1 − al)(1 − 2β)va. The
problem becomes

max
al ,ah ,pcl ,p

c
h

π � βpch + 1 − β
( )

pcl + ah + al( ) 1 − ah − al( )βva
+ al 1 − al( ) 1 − 2β

( )
va.

Let ahl � ah + al. By setting pcl � θl(q − λal) and pch � pcl +
θhλ(al − ah) � pcl + θhλ(2al − ahl) andmaximizing over (al,ahl),

we can obtain the optimal solution using the first-order
conditions:

a∗l �
1
2
− θl − 2βθh
( )

λ

2 1 − 2β
( )

va
and a∗hl �

1
2
− θhλ

2va
.

Because θh >
θl−2βθh
1−2β implies a∗hl < a∗l , the implementability

condition is violated. Hence, the strategy of (l, h) cannot
sustain in equilibrium.

A.2.4. Deviation to Implementation (h, l). This deviation
requires that β > 1/2 so that reaching high-type consumers
ismore profitable to advertisers. The indifferent advertisers
are σ1 � (pah − pal )/(2β − 1)va and σ0 � (pal )/(1 − β)va. To induce
ad demands ah � 1 − σ1 and al � σ1 − σ0, the ad rates are set
at pal � (1 − ah − al)(1 − β)va and pah � pal + (1 − ah)(2β − 1)va.
The platform’s problem becomes

max
al ,ah ,pcl ,p

c
h

π � βpch + 1 − β
( )

pcl + ah + al( ) 1 − ah − al( ) 1 − β
( )

× va + ah 1 − ah( ) 2β − 1
( )

va.

Let ahl � ah + al. By setting pcl �θl(q−λal) �θl(q−λahl+λah)
and pch � pcl +θhλ(al− ah) � pcl +θhλ(ahl−2ah) and maximizing
over (ah, ahl), we can obtain the optimal conditions

a∗h �
1
2
− 2βθh − θl
( )

λ

2 2β − 1
( )

va
and a∗hl �

1
2
− θl − βθh
( )

λ

2 1 − β
( )

va
.

Because β > 1/2, we have 2βθh−θl
2β−1 >θl−βθh

1−β , implying that
a∗h < a∗hl. Thus, the proposed deviation is implementable.
Next, we shall show that the strategy, however, is domi-
nated by the implementation (hl, l). First note that a∗l under(hl, l) is exactly the same as a∗hl under (h, l). Let superscripts e
and d denote the implementations under proposed equi-
librium (hl, l) and under deviation (h, l), respectively. Then
the difference in profit is

πe − πd � −βθhλaeh + aeh 1 − aeh
( )

βva⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟
πe
h aeh( )

− θl − 2βθh
( )

λadh + adh 1 − adh
( )

2β − 1
( )

va⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟
πd
h adh( )

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.

Note that the optimal allocations satisfy ad∗h < ae∗h < 1/2.
We shall show that πe

h(ae∗h ) ≥ πd
h(ad∗h ). Consider the profit

difference evaluated at the same a, Δπ(a) � πe
h(a) − πd

h(a) �(βθh − θl)λa + a(1 − a)(1 − β)va. Clearly,Δπ(0) � 0. If βθh<θl,
then Δπ′(0)> 0, Δπ′′(a) < 0, and Δπ′(12) > 0. Hence, Δπ(a) > 0
for all a < 1/2. If βθh > θl, then Δπ′(a) > 0,∀a < 1

2. Again,
Δπ(a) > 0 for all a < 1/2. Then πe

h(ae∗h ) > πe
h(ad∗h ) > πd

h(ad∗h ),
implying that the implementation (h, l) does not im-
prove profit.

A.2.5. Deviation to Implementation (hl, l, h). This imple-
mentation is consistent with the preference order of ad-
vertiserswhen β < 1/2. Advertisers are segmented into three
groups, with thresholds σ2 � (pahl − pal )/βva, σ1 � (pal − pah)/(1 − 2β)va, and σ0 � pah/βva. The size of each segment is
a1 � 1 − σ2, a2 � σ2 − σ1, and a3 � σ1 − σ0. Note that the ad
allocations of the two versions are ah � a1 + a3 and al � a1 + a2.
Letting ahl � a1 + a2 + a3 and substituting the optimal prices
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as a function of advertising intensities, we can write the
platform’s problem as

max
ahl ,al ,a1

π � βθh q − λ a1 + ahl − al( )( ) + θl − βθh
( )

q − λal
( )

+ a1 1 − a1( )βva + al 1 − al( ) 1 − 2β
( )

va + ahl
× 1 − ahl( )βva.

The first-order conditions lead to an interior solution that
satisfies a∗1 � a∗hl < a∗l , violating the implementability con-
dition. Hence, the strategy of (hl, l, h) cannot constitute
an equilibrium.

A.2.6. Deviation to Implementation (hl, h, l). This imple-
mentation is consistent with the preference order of adver-
tisers when β > 1/2. Advertisers are segmented into three
groups, with thresholds σ2 � (pahl − pal )/(1 − β)va, σ1 � (pah −
pal )/(2β − 1)va, and σ0 � (pal )/(1 − β)va. The size of each seg-
ment is a1 � 1 − σ2, a2 � σ2 − σ1, and a3 � σ1 − σ0. The ad
allocations of the two versions are ah � a1 + a2 and al � a1 + a3.
Letting ahl � a1 + a2 + a3 and substituting the optimal prices
as a function of advertising intensities, we can write the
platform’s problem as

max
ahl ,ah ,a1

π � βθh q − λah
( ) + θl − βθh

( )
q − λ ahl − ah − a1( )( )

+ a1 1 − a1( ) 1 − β
( )

va + ah 1 − ah( ) 2β − 1
( )

va
+ ahl 1 − ahl( ) 1 − β

( )
va.

The first-order conditions lead to an interior solution that
satisfies a∗1 � a∗hl > a∗h, violating the implementability con-
dition. Hence, the strategy of (hl, h, l) cannot sustain. □

A.3. Proof of Corollary 1
First, consider the case of discriminating among consumers
without discrimination of advertisers. This can be achieved
by a random ad allocation: every advertiser is randomly
allocated to high-type consumers with probabilityω ∈ [0, 1]
and to the low-type with probability 1 − ω, with the con-
straint that ω < 1/2. The indifferent advertiser is then given
by σ0 � pa0/(ωβ + (1 − ω)(1 − β))va, which determines the ad
quantity a � 1 − σ0. After applying the incentive constraints,
we can rewrite the platform’s problem as follows:

max
a,ω

π � βθh q − λωa
( ) + θl − βθh

( )
q − λ 1 − ω( )a( ) + a

× 1 − a( ) ωβ + 1 − ω( ) 1 − β
( )( )

va.

Because the profit function is linear in ω, the optimal
strategy is ω � 0 (ω � 1 is ruled out because of the imple-
mentability condition). Thus, versioning under random
ad assignment always leads to an ad-free premium. Substituting
this quantity back to the profit function, one can solve for the
optimal ad quantity ar∗ � 1

2 − (θl−βθh)λ
2(1−β)va , which is exactly the

same as a∗l in Equation (5). Then the optimal profit under
random allocation is no greater than that under the policy
specified in Proposition 1. Hence, one-sided price discrim-
ination under random allocation is generally inferior to
two-sided price discrimination. The two become equivalent if
θhλ≥ va. Then the proposed versioning policy in the baseline
analysis also leads to an ad-free premium version a∗h � 0.

Second, suppose that the platform intends to discrimi-
nate among advertisers without discriminating consumers.

Thus, the consumer type information cannot be used to
discriminate advertisers. With other instruments unavail-
able, the only possible way to discriminate advertisers is to
let them choose the number of consumers to reach at dif-
ferent rates. Consider the simplest approach that adver-
tisers can choose to reach all consumers (size one) at price pa1
or to reach a fraction ρ < 1 of consumers at price pa0. Then
advertisers with σ > σ1 choose to reach all, whereas ad-
vertisers σ ∈ [σ0, σ1] reach the fraction of consumers, where
the indifferent advertisers are given by σ1 � (pa1 − pa0)/(1 −
ρ)va and σ0 � pa0/ρva.We canwrite a1 � 1 − σ1 and a0 � 1 − σ0
and obtain the ad rates pa0 � (1 − a1)ρva and pa1 � pa0 + (1−
a1)(1 − ρ)va. The platform’s problem becomes

max
a0 ,a1 ,pc

π � pc + a0 1 − a0( )ρva + a1 1 − a1( ) 1 − ρ
( )

va, (A.1)

subject to the constraint that pc ≤ θl(q − ρλa0 − (1 − ρ)λa1).
Clearly, the constraint has to bind, and we can substitute
it back to the objective function and solve for the opti-
mal (a∗1, a∗0). It follows, then, that a∗1 � a∗0, which implies
no segmentation of advertisers, a contradiction. Hence,
the simple approach of segmenting advertisers into two
segments cannot sustain. This result can be easily gener-
alized to any segmentation plan with more than two seg-
ments. □

A.4. Proof of Lemma 2
Note that ue(a) attains maximum at a � (vc − λ)/vc ≡ am,
which is positive if λ < vc and negative otherwise. Because
ue(a) is quadratic, it first increases with a before reaching am

and then decreases with a. If λ < vc, then am < 0. Hence, ue(a)
decreases with a and ue(a) < ue(0) � 0. □

A.5. Proof of Proposition 2
Following the baseline analysis, the indifferent advertisers
are given by σh � (pahl − pal )/βva and σl � pal /(1 − β)va. The
platform’s problem is the same as that in Equation (4),
with the following constraints:

IRl :θl q + ue al( )( ) − pcl ≥ 0;
IRh :θh q + ue ah( ) − pch ≥ 0;

(
ICl :θl q + ue al( )( ) − pcl ≥ θl q + ue ah( )( ) − pch;

ICh :θh q + ue ah( )( ) − pch ≥ θh q + ue al( )( ) − pcl ; and
Implementability :ue ah( ) > ue al( ).

Ignoring the IRh, ICl, and implementability constraints for a
moment, we can use the binding IRl and ICh constraints to
set the optimal price-advertising relationships pcl � θl(q+
ue(al)) and pch � pcl + θh(ue(ah) − ue(al)). Substituting these
prices back to the profit function and deriving the first-
order conditions, we can obtain the interior solution in
Equation (9).

Turning to the second-order conditions, note that ∂2π/∂a2h �−βθhvc − 2βva < 0 and

∂2π

∂a2l
� − θl − βθh

( )
vc − 2 1 − β

( )
va.

If va
vc
> βθh−θl

2(1−β) , then ∂2π/∂a2l < 0, and thus the solution is in-
deed the optimal one. If contrarily va

vc
< βθh−θl

2(1−β) (which requires
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that αβ > 1 because both vc and va are nonnegative), then
∂2π/∂a2l > 0. The optimal solution is either a∗l � 0 or a∗l � 1.
Note that

π a∗h, al � 1
( ) − π a∗h, al � 0

( )
� θl − βθh
( )

ue 1( ) > 0, if ue 1( ) < 0 ⇔ λ > vc/2,
< 0, if ue 1( ) < 0 ⇔ λ < vc/2.

{

It follows that a∗l � 0 if λ < vc/2, whereas a∗l � 1 if λ > vc/2,
establishing the second result of the proposition.

Next, let us examine the implementability of the solution
and compare the externality for the two consumer seg-
ments. There are two cases. First, if va

vc
> βθh−θl

2(1−β) , then the in-
terior solution holds. With some algebra, we have

a∗h −
vc − λ

vc
� 2λ − vc( )va

θhvc + 2va( )vc ,

a∗l −
vc − λ

vc
� 2λ − vc( )va

θl − βθh
( )

vc + 2 1 − β
( )

va
( )

vc
,

and thus

a∗l − a∗h �
2λ − vc( ) θh − θl( )va

θl − βθh
( )

vc + 2 1 − β
( )

va
( )

θhvc + 2va( ) .

Then a∗l < a∗h < (vc − λ)/vc when λ < vc/2 and a∗l > a∗h > (vc −
λ)/vc when λ > vc/2. In either case, we have ue(a∗h) > ue(a∗l ),
meaning that the implementability is always satisfied.

Second, if va
vc
< βθh−θl

2(1−β) , then a∗h remains interior, but a∗l � 0 if
λ < vc/2 and a∗l � 1 if λ > vc/2. In either case, the imple-
mentability ue(a∗h) > ue(a∗l ) is satisfied. The last step is to
verify that no other deviation (implementation) can im-
prove the platform’s profit. The proof is very much similar
to the proof of Proposition 1 and thus is omitted here. With
all these results taken together, we can establish the first
result of the proposition.

For the third result, with some algebra, we have

∂a∗l
∂β

� 2λ − vc( ) θh − θl( )va
θl − βθh
( )

vc + 2 1 − β
( )

va
( )2 .

Clearly, ∂a∗l/∂β > 0 if λ > vc/2 and ∂a∗l/∂β < 0 if λ < vc/2.
Note that if λ > vc/2, then the corner solution a∗l � 1 occurs
when β > (θlλ+va)/(θhλ+va). If λ < vc/2, the corner solution
a∗l � 0 applies when β > (θl(vc−λ) +va)/(θh(vc−λ) +va). □

A.6. Proof of Proposition 3
A.6.1. The First Result: Ad Allocation. Comparing the
profit-maximizing solution a∗h and the welfare-maximizing
solution âh, it is obvious that a∗h < âh. From Lemma 1 and
Proposition 2, we learn that âl> vc−λ

vc
and a∗l <

vc−λ
vc

if λ<vc/2.
Thus, âl > a∗l when λ < vc/2. From the third result of
Proposition 2, a∗l increases with β until it reaches one. But âl
does not change with β. It then follows that âl > a∗l if β < β′
and âl < a∗l if β > β′, where β′ is the point where âl � a∗l .

A.6.2. The Second Result: Ad Externality. For the quality
provision for high-type consumers, ue(a∗h) > ue(âh) holds
whenλ > vc/2because ue(a) ismonotonically decreasing in a
and a∗h < âh. If λ < vc/2, then ue(a∗h) > ue(âh) holds if and only
if a∗h >

2(vc−λ)
vc

− âh. With some algebra, this condition holds if
λ > λh, where λh is defined in Equation (10). Note further

that λh < vc/2. Then ue(a∗h) > ue(âh) always holds if λ > λh

and ue(a∗h) < ue(âh) if λ < λh.
For the quality provision for low-type consumers, we

also consider two cases. First, if λ > vc/2, then a∗l >
(vc−λ)
vc

and
ue(a∗l ) monotonically decreases with β, whereas ue(âl) is
unaffected by β. The two equate at β � β′l . It then follows that
ue(a∗l ) > ue(âl) if β < β′l and ue(a∗l ) < ue(âl) if β > β′l . Second, if
λ < vc/2, then a∗l <

(vc−λ)
vc

, and ue(a∗l ) also monotonically de-
creases with β. Note that ue(a∗l ) > ue(âl) holds if and only if

a∗l >
2(vc−λ)

vc
− âl. At β � 0,

a∗l β � 0
( ) � θl vc − λ( ) + va

θlvc + 2va

> 2 vc−λ( )
vc

− âl, if λ > λl,

< 2 vc−λ( )
vc

− âl, if λ < λl,

{

where λl is defined in Equation (10) and λl < vc/2. At β � 1,
a∗l � 0, and thus ue(a∗l � 0) � 0 < ue(âl). It follows, then, that
ue(a∗l ) < ue(âl) for all β if λ < λl. If λ > λl, then there exists β′′l
such that ue(a∗l ) > ue(âl) if β < β′′l and ue(a∗l ) < ue(âl) if β > β′′l .
The results of the two cases, together with the fact that
λl < vc/2, establish the second result of the proposition. □

A.7. Proof of Proposition 4
I first derive the solutions of the three versioning policies in
Sections A.7.1 and A.7.2. In Section A.7.3, I examine the
conditions under which these policies can be implemented,
establishing the results in Proposition 4.

A.7.1. Broad Reach With and Without Targeting. The
derivation of the solution to the first two policies with broad
reach follows the same procedure as in the baseline analysis.
The difference between the two is that under targeting, the
profit of reaching both consumer segments is βva,h + (1 − β)va,l,
which is greater than the profit under no targeting va. Under
the first policy, it is straightforward to follow the baseline
analysis and obtain the interior solution

a∗h �
1
2
− θhλ

2va,h
, a∗l �

1
2
− θl − βθh
( )

λ

2 1 − β
( )

va,l
. (A.2)

Similarly, following the same derivation, we can obtain the
solution for the second policy:

a∗h �
1
2
− βθhλ

2 va − 1 − β
( )

va,l
( ) , a∗l �

1
2
− θl − βθh
( )

λ

2 1 − β
( )

va,l
. (A.3)

The third policy of narrow reach without targeting is de-
rived next.

A.7.2. Narrow Reach Without Targeting. By restricting
sales tohigh-type consumersonly, the topadvertisers canobtain
an expected profit of βva,h, which is greater than the profit
from advertising to the whole market va if β > va/va,h.
Lower-type advertisers, however, expect profit (1 − β)va,l
from reaching low-type consumers. The indifferent ad-
vertisers are then σh � (pah−pal )/(βva,h−(1−β)va,l) and σl � pal /(1 − β)va,l. Inducing ad demands (al, ah) implies the ad rates
pal �(1−ah−al)(1−β)va,l and pah�pal +(1−ah)(βva,h−(1−β)va,l).
The platform’s problem becomes

max
al ,ah ,pcl ,p

c
h

π � βpch + 1 − β
( )

pcl + ah + al( ) 1 − ah − al( ) 1 − β
( )

× va,l + ah 1 − ah( ) βva,h − 1 − β
( )

va,l
( )

.
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Let ahl � ah+ al. By setting pcl �θl(q−λal) and pch � pcl + θh

λ(al − ah) and maximizing over (ah, ahl), we can obtain the
first-order conditions

− 2βθh − θl
( )

λ + 1 − 2a∗h
( )

βva,h − 1 − β
( )

va,l
( ) � 0 and

− θl − βθh
( )

λ + 1 − 2a∗hl
( )

1 − β
( )

va,l � 0.

Together with the relationship a∗l � a∗hl − a∗h, these conditions
lead to the solution

a∗h �
1
2
− 2βθh − θl

( )
λ

2 βva,h − 1 − β
( )

va,l
( ) ,

a∗l �
2βθh − θl
( )

λ

2 βva,h − 1 − β
( )

va,l
( ) − θl − βθh

( )
λ

2 1 − β
( )

va,l
.

(A.4)

There are two implementability constraints. First, we need
a∗h < a∗hl for the solution to exist. This condition is satisfied as
long as α > va,h/va,l. Second, to ensure that low-type con-
sumers see more ads than high-type consumers, we need
that a∗l > a∗h or, equivalently, a∗hl > 2a∗h, which is a stronger
condition than the first condition and is satisfied as long as

va,h <
1 − β
( )

1 − β
( )

va,l + 3βθh − θl
( )

λ
( )

va,l
β 1 − β
( )

va,l + θl − βθh
( )

λ
( ) ≡ v′′h .

A.7.3. Conditions for Versioning. If the first two policies
are both feasible, then it is optimal for the platform to
choose the first one (broad reach with targeting) because it
can improve the profit from advertising. The question is
when targeted advertising is feasible. Note that with targeting,
implementability requires that a∗l > a∗h because u′e(a) < 0. It
follows that

a∗l > a∗h ⇔ va,l
va,h

>
θl − βθh

1 − β
( )

θh
,

which always holds if αβ > 1. If αβ < 1, then the condition is
equivalent to va,h <

(1−β)θhva,l
(θl−βθh) ≡ v′h. Similarly, broad reach

without targeting can be implemented only if a∗l > a∗h, which
always holds if αβ > 1. If αβ < 1, then the condition is
equivalent to va < v′h. Note that because va < va,h, it is still
feasible to implement versioning without targeting if va,h > v′h.
In the latter case, when both the second and third policies
are feasible, which occurwhen va,h < v′′h and va < v′h, then the
second one is optimal as long as β < va/va,h. In the case
where va,h > max{v′h, v′′h } and va > v′h, none of the imple-
mentability conditions is satisfied, and thus no versioning
policy is feasible. □

A.8. Proof of Proposition 5
I first derive the implementation of versioning and validate
its optimality in Section A.8.1. In Section A.9.2, I then
evaluate when the proposed implementation can hold to
establish the first statement of Proposition 5. Section A.8.3
proves the second statement.

A.8.1. Implementing Versioning. Given ad rates (pah, pal ), the
marginal advertisers are σh � pah/va and σl � pal /va, whose
optimal strategy, if they advertise, is to send exactly zero
messages (i.e., m∗

h(σh) � 0 and m∗
l (σl) � 0). Then the total

ad intensity (ah, al) for each segment can be derived as
follows:

ah �
∫ 1

σh

m∗
h pah; σ
( )

dσ �
∫ 1

pah/va
β ln

σpah
va

dσ

� β
pah
va

− ln
pah
va

− 1
( )

;

(A.5)

al �
∫ 1

σl

m∗
l p

a
l ; σ

( )
dσ �

∫ 1

pal /va
1 − β
( )

ln
σpal
va

dσ

� 1 − β
( ) pal

va
− ln

pal
va

− 1
( )

.

(A.6)

Define the normalized ad intensities, ãh � ah/β and ãl � al/
(1 − β). Themarket-clearing ad intensities in Equations (A.5),
and (A.6) can be rewritten in the form of ã � pa

va
− ln pa

va
−

1 ≡ h(pa). We can rewrite the ad rate as a function of ad
intensity pah � h−1(ãh) and pal � h−1(ãl), substitute the prices pch
and pcl using the incentive constraints, and rewrite the
platform’s problem with (ãh, ãl) as choice variables

max
ãh ,ãl

π � βθh q − λβãh
( ) + θl − βθh

( )
q − λ 1 − β

( )
ãl

( )
+ βãhh−1 ãh( ) + 1 − β

( )
ãlh−1 ãl( ).

The first-order conditions are

−βθhλ + ãh h−1
( )′ ãh( ) + h−1 ãh( ) � 0 and

βθh − θl
( )

λ + ãl h−1
( )′ ãl( ) + h−1 ãl( ) � 0,

(A.7)

which are necessary for the interior solution (ã∗h, ã∗l ). The
corner solutions ã∗h � 0 and ã∗l � 0may apply if va < βθhλ and
va < (θl − βθh)λ. It remains to check whether the solutions
from the first-order conditions are unique and indeed
maximize the profit. However, the function h−1 is hard to
evaluate. It would be easier to work with the equivalent
problem that maximizes over the ad rates (pah, pal ), which are
monotone transformations of the ad intensities (ãh, ãl). The
objective function can be rewritten as an additive sum

max
pal ,p

a
h

π � βθh q − λβ
pah
va

− ln
pah
va

− 1
( )( )

+ β
pah
va

− ln
pah
va

− 1
( )

pah⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅⏟
πh pah( )

+
θl − βθh
( )

q − λ 1 − β
( ) pal

va
− ln pal

va
− 1

( )( )
+ 1 − β
( ) pal

va
− ln pal

va
− 1

( )
pal⏟̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏞⏞̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ ⏟

πl pal( )
subject to the constraints pah ≤ va and pal ≤ va. Let (pa∗l , pa∗h )
denote the solution to the first-order conditions ∂πh/∂pah � 0
and ∂πl/∂pal � 0. The second derivative for πh is

∂2πh

∂pa2h
� β

2
va

− 1
pah

− λβθh

pa2h

( )
,

which is negative if pah ∈ (0, p) and positive if pah ∈ (p, va),
where p � 2λβθh/(

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 + 8λβθh/va

√ − 1) (one can verify that
p < va using the condition for interior solution va > λβθh).
Thus, πh is concave when pah < p but becomes convex when
pah > p. Instead, πh first increases (because ∂πh/∂pah > 0 for
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small values of pah), reaches maximum at pa∗h , and then de-
creases until p. After this point, the decrease in πh starts to
slow down and might possibly increase at some point be-
cause of convexity.Optimality requires that at the highest value
of pah (i.e., pah � va), the profit does not improve over the
optimum defined by the first-order condition. This is in-
deed the case because πh(pah � va) � 0. Hence, pa∗h is the
unique optimal solution of πh. By the same argument, pa∗l
is also the unique optimal solution of πl. Therefore, equiva-
lently, (a∗h, a∗l ) defined by the first-order conditions in
Equation (A.7) is the unique optimal solution.

A.8.2. First Statement. I now evaluate the implementability
condition a∗h < a∗l that low-type consumers see more ads than
high-type consumers using the optimal solution (ã∗h, ã∗l ).
Define G(ã) ≡ ã(h−1)′(ã) + h−1(ã). Then the first-order con-
ditions in Equation (A.7) can be rewritten as G(ãh) � βθhλ
and G(ãl) � (θl − βθh)λ. Note that (h−1)′(ã) � 1/h′(h−1(ã)) �
vah−1(ã)/(h−1(ã) − va) and

G′ ã( ) � 2 h−1
( )′ ã( ) + ã h−1

( )′′ ã( )
� 2
h′ h−1 ã( )( ) −

h′′ h−1 ã( )( )
h′ h−1 ã( )( )( )3

� vah−1 ã( )
va − h−1 ã( )⏟̅̅̅̅⏞⏞̅̅̅̅⏟

>0

ãv2a
h−1 ã( )( )2 − 2

[ ]
,

which is negative as long as ã < ã0 for some positive
threshold ã0. Thus, G(ã) first decreases in ãwhen ã < ã0 and
then increases again when ã > ã0. Because the optimal so-
lutions a∗h and a∗l are found by intersecting the line βθhλwith
the curve G(ãh) and the line (θl − βθh)λwith the curve G(ãl),
the intersections must occur when ã < ã0 so that G(·) is
monotonically decreasing. Otherwise, there will be two
intersections that satisfy the first-order conditions, violat-
ing the uniqueness according to Section A.8.1. This ob-
servation will be useful when comparing a∗h and a∗l later.
First, if αβ > 1/2, then βθh > (θl − βθh), implying that

ã∗h < ã∗l ⇔
a∗h
β
<

a∗l
1 − β

⇔ a∗h
a∗l

<
β

1 − β
.

If β < 1/2, then the last inequality implies thata
∗
h
a∗l
< β

1−β < 1,
and thus, a∗h < a∗l holds. However, this may not hold if β >

1/2 because β
1−β > 1. BecauseG(ã) is decreasing in ã, fixing θl,

ã∗h decreaseswith α, whereas ã∗l increaseswith α. This implies
that, for a given β, the difference in ad intensity a∗l − a∗h be-
comes larger asα increases. Then, for sufficiently small α, we
have a∗h > a∗l , meaning that versioning is not implementable.
Second, if αβ < 1/2, we have ã∗h > ã∗l , implying that a

∗
h
a∗l
> β

1−β. If
β > 1/2, then it follows that a∗h

a∗l
> β

1−β > 1, violating the imple-
mentability condition. If β < 1/2 instead, then it is still
possible that the implementability can break down as long
as α is sufficiently small. This is again because ã∗h decreases
with α, whereas ã∗l increases with α. Hence, a∗h − a∗l decreases
with α. For sufficiently small α, a∗h can be larger than a∗l .
The results under both cases together can establish the first
result that implementability can be violated when β is
sufficiently large and α is sufficiently small. A sufficient
condition is that β > 1/2 and α < 1/2β.

A.8.3. Second Statement. Note that if ãh < ãl, then pah > pal
because pa � h−1(ã)decreases in ã. Using themarket-clearing
conditions σh � pah/va and σl � pal /va, it follows that σh > σl.
Thus, there are fewer advertisers reaching high-type con-
sumers. The conclusion is reversed if ãh > ãl. Because ã∗h < ã∗l
if αβ > 1/2 and ã∗h > ã∗l if otherwise, the second statement
then follows. □

A.9. Proof of Lemma 3
If the platform sells qH to both types, the optimal price is
pc � θlqH so that the low type is just willing to buy, leading
to profit πM � θlqH. If the platform discriminates, then the
optimalprice charged for typeθl is pcl � θlqL, whereas the price
for typeθh is pch � pcl + θh(qH − qL). Profit in this case becomes
πV � θlqL + βθh(qH − qL). If the platform sells qH only to the
high-type segment, then the optimal price is pc � θhqH with
profit πP � βθhqH . It follows that if αβ < 1, then πM >
πV > πP. Conversely, if αβ > 1, then πP > πV > πM. □

A.10. Proof of Proposition 6
First note that whenever the media platform sells only one
product, the optimal strategy is to sell qH instead of qL. This
is because the platform can extract more surplus by replacing
a low-quality product with a high-quality one with a slightly
higher price. Then there are four remaining strategies to eval-
uate: selling product qH to both segments (henceforth, mass
market), selling product qH to the high-type segment only
(henceforth, premium market), versioning with product qH
only and ad differentiation, and versioning with both qH
and qL together with ad differentiation. Clearly, the first
three are exactly the same as those analyzed in the main
model by replacing q with qH.

A.10.1. Mass-Market Strategy. With this strategy, the in-
different advertiser who is just willing to advertise to both
segments is determined by σ0 � pahl/va. To sell a total ad
quantity of a, the ad rate should be set at pahl � (1 − a)va.
Charging the low-type segment the reservation price, the
platform’s problem is

max
a

π � θl qH − λa
( ) + a 1 − a( )va.

From the first-order condition, we obtain aM∗ � 1
2 − θlλ

2va
.

Let πM∗ denote the resulting profit.

A.10.2. Premium-Market Strategy. With this strategy, the
indifferent advertiserwho is justwilling to advertise to both
segments is determined by σ0 � pah/βva. To sell a total ad
quantity of a, the ad rate should be set at pah � (1 − a)βva.
Charging the high-type segment the reservation price, the
platform’s problem is

max
a

π � βθh qH − λa
( ) + a 1 − a( )βva.

From the first-order condition, we obtain aM∗ � 1
2 − θhλ

2va
,

which is the same as the high-type segment’s ad allocation
under versioning. Let πP∗ denote the resulting profit.

A.10.3. Comparison. The last strategy involves both prod-
uct and ad differentiations. However, the advertising reve-
nue remains the same as the case where only ad differentiation
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is involved. Therefore, the optimal advertising allocation does
not change. The only difference is that now the optimal content
prices are pcl � θl(qL − λal) and pch � pcl +θh(qH −qL+λ(al− ah)).
Let the superscript V2 denote the versioning strategy with
both ad and product differentiations. The difference in the
impact of β on the equilibrium profit is

dπV2∗

dβ
− dπV∗

dβ
� θh qH − qL

( )
> 0.

Note further that πV2∗ − πV∗ � (βθh − θl)(qH − qL), which be-
comes negative as β → 0, positive as β → 1, and equals zero
at β � 1/α.

Note also that dπV∗/dβ > 0 and dπM∗/dβ � 0. In addition,
as β → 0, πV∗ � πM∗. Hence, πV∗ > πM∗ for all β. It then re-
mains to compare the premium-market strategy with ver-
sioning with a product line when β > 1/α. Note that

dπP∗

dβ
− dπV2∗

dβ
� θh qL − λal

( ) + aV∗
l 1 − aV∗

l

( )
va > 0.

At β → 1, πP∗ − πV2∗ � (θh − θl)(qL − λal) > 0. Thus, there
exists some cutoff β̄ > 1/α such that πP∗ < πV2∗ if β < β̄ and
πP∗ > πV2∗ if otherwise. □

Endnotes
1An informal interview with a senior manager at a leading Chinese
online video platform validates this concern. As increasingly more
consumers have joined the platform’s VIPmembership service,which
offers an ad-free experience, its advertising business has been
shrinking; the platform now faces pressure from advertisers, espe-
cially high-profile ones like Procter & Gamble and Mercedes-Benz, to
display at least some ads to VIP members.
2A monopoly setup permits a tractable analysis that informs the
study questions and approximately reflects the position of real-world
platforms, such as YouTube, in their markets.
3 In reality, it is not uncommon for consumers to like ads because they
have information or entertainment value (e.g., it is fun to watch a
creative commercial). Information value has been incorporated into
the analysis, whereas entertainment value is not examined here.
4Building on a structural model of television markets, Wilbur (2008)
conducts a counterfactual experiment showing that ad-avoidance
technologies can increase advertising quantities and reduce me-
dia revenues.
5 In 2015, in an effort to mitigate the increasing use of ad-blockers,
Google launched a program called Google Contributor that allows
users to pay a monthly fee to avoid ads in its network of content sites.
6There are examples in which a premium version still allows for
limited ads. For example, CBS Broadcasting’s All Access streaming
service offers a premium package that delivers fewer ads at a higher
subscription fee. In my analysis, a completely ad-free version can
endogenously arise in the boundary solution under certain conditions.
7An equivalent interpretation is that consumers differ in their mar-
ginal disutility of seeing an ad.
8The main conclusions do not change qualitatively if we relax this
assumption by allowing that higher-type advertisers annoy con-
sumers less. A formal analysis under a general distribution of adviser
type and type-dependent nuisance cost is available upon request.
9There are, of course, other purposes of advertising, such as signaling
product quality. For a comprehensive review, see Bagwell (2007).
10Although the assumption that consumers observe the ad rates is
commonly made in the literature of two-sided analysis of media
markets (e.g., Anderson and Coate 2005), it may appear strong. An
alternative approach is to assume that the platform can announce the

allocation plan (Σh,Σl) induced by the ad rates and that there is a high
exogenous “reputation” cost if it misinforms consumers about the
allocation outcome. This approachwould lead to the equivalent results.
11Anderson and Coate (2005), for example, assume that each ad-
vertiser informs consumers of a new product that has no competitor
and thus is able to charge a monopoly price. Consumers expect zero
surplus from the product purchase.
12Kaiser and Song (2009), for example, find that there is little evidence
for readers disliking advertising in print media markets.
13Even if consumers are continuously distributed, there is no in-
centive to price discriminate. Suppose that consumer type θ is
continuous and uniformly distributed within [0, 1]. All other as-
sumptions remain unchanged. Assuming that the platform can
segment consumers so that the higher types θ ∈ [θH , 1] buy qH ,
whereas the lower types θ ∈ [θL, θH) buy qL. The optimal prices will
be pL � qL/2 and pH � pL + (qH − qL)/2. However, the solution implies
θL � θH � 1/2, a contradiction.
14 If the consumer’s value function is given by u(q, θ) � θV(q) and
thus the social surplus is s(q, θ) � θV(q) − c, then s(q, θ) satisfies log
submodularity because sqθ · s − sq · sθ � −cVq(q) ≤ 0.
15This conclusion is in part driven by the two-type setup on the
consumer side, which is not able to capture the market expansion
effect. If there are more consumer types and the market is not fully
covered, then versioning can still dominate because introducing a
lower-quality version can expand the market.
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